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the prince is brought to meet with the king of babylon, sharaman, who is desperate to redeem
himself in the eyes of the people. the king tells the prince that kaileena is to be executed, and the

prince has only three hours to save her. he is given a sword, and given some guidance on how to use
it, until he finds the palace of the dead. upon entering the palace of the dead, the prince encounters
the dark prince, who takes him to the dark stone, where the king of babylon is being held hostage.
the prince tells the dark prince that he believes the only way to save the king of babylon is to help
the prince escape. with the dagger of time as his only weapon, the dark prince releases the king of
babylon, sparing his life. the prince returns to the vizier and kaileena, and demands to know where
the vizier is hiding the dagger of time. the vizier captures the prince, but tells him he will help him
escape if the prince will accept his true identity. the prince confronts the vizier, who tells him he is
his true identity. the vizier controls the dagger of time and fires it at the prince, sending him to the
time of the third place, the earliest time of the universe. the vizier sends the dagger of time back to
the time of creation, where it will kill him. before he dies, the vizier tells the prince how to use his

sword to free the dark prince and himself. the prince travels back in time to the death land, through
which he will find the dark prince. he encounters the dark prince, who reveals himself as the same

person as he saw in the mirror that held the vizier's true appearance. the two converse as the prince
enters the underworld where kaileena and the king of babylon are waiting. the prince dies, and when

he returns to the present, the vizier is revived. the king of babylon and kaileena are saved.
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An ending sequence of The Two Thrones would function as a symbol for the story's closed nature;
however, Ubisoft producer Farah Ahmed suggests that the ending is for the Prince and the Dark

Prince to trade places or switch identities. [5] [24] [25] Upon hearing the news that the Prince and
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the Dark Prince would have a split ending, a Ubisoft designer stated that the team had no idea what
the Dark Prince would entail. [26] [27] Game designer Antoine Rambo opined that "The Prince has a
past with the Dark Prince, and through some events we're going to reveal what happened. It's going
to be kind of like,'so what? They have this relationship, what's the big deal?' It's a really nice way to
conclude the story, because you have a lot of information, but you've never been told directly. [28]
The Two Thrones differs from the preceding two games because of its darker tone, although it does

adhere to the final story of The Sands of Time, the character's quest to find his love is the focal point
of the game. Its dark tones were not present in The Sands of Time, whereas many of its themes

reflected its predecessor. [1] [2] The story begins when the hero is looking for the love he lost, his
trusted comrade soon dies before his eyes. It ends when the dark prince kills the hero. [3] At the

beginning of the game, the Prince is a man of peace, whereas the Dark Prince is a man of war. [4]
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